
Prices in this buying guide are valid as at 1 September 2020, and are subject to change.  Please check IKEA.com.
au or in-store for detailed product information. All units require assembly.

Buying guide

 

A tribute to handicraft and common sense
How can we make your life at home more comfortable with knowledge of how people 
lived in the past? One way is to be inspired by traditional handicraft. Like designers 
Tina Christensen and Kai Legaard when they created BONDHOLMEN. Every detail in 
the series is a tribute to common sense from past times. It’s many small things to-
gether that make the modern outdoor life a little easier and more sustainable.

Durable material with natural feel
All products in the BONDHOLMEN series are made of high-quality, sustainably 
sourced eucalyptus. Eucalyptus is a durable, hard wood type suitable for outdoor 
use since it is compact and has a naturally high oil content that helps protect against 
weather and wind, drying out and mould. The grey-coloured surface in several layers 
makes all pieces even more durable for outdoor use and also makes them blend into 
the outdoor surroundings.

BONDHOLMEN
Outdoor Living Furniture Series
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Dining combinations

Room for four. The round shape of the table makes it great for 
socialising since everyone can see each other. 
This combination $595 (093.304.83)
This combination grey stained with JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN 
chair cushions, anthracite 50×50 cm $715 (793.305.40) 

Shopping list:
BONDHOLMEN table, grey stained. Ø108 cm 1 pc

BONDHOLMEN chair with armrests, grey stained 4 pcs

JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA

or HÅLLÖ 50×50 chair cushions 4 pcs

A place in the shade. The hole in the middle of the table top 
keeps your parasol in place. The legs can easily be folded in to 
make the table easier to store. 

This combination $919 (19324014)
This combination with JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN chair cush-
ions, anthracite $1099 (69328528)

Shopping list:
BONDHOLMEN table, grey stained, 235×90 cm 1 pc
BONDHOLMEN chair with armrests, grey stained 6 pcs
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA
or HÅLLÖ 50×50 chair cushions 6 pcs
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Lounging combinations

Relaxing nook. Relax also on smaller spaces in BONDHOLMEN 
armchair with comfy cushions.
This combination with JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back 
cushion, anthracite $245 (393.207.60)
This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back 
cushion, beige $225 (99320842)

Shopping list:
BONDHOLMEN armchair 1 pc
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA or 
HÅLLÖ seat cushion 62×62 cm 1 pc
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, 
KUDDARNA back cushion 62×44 cm,or HÅLLÖ back cushion 62×42 cm 1 pc

For one or two. Stretch out and take a nap or spend time with 
your favourite person in BONDHOLMEN 2-seat sofa with comfy 
cushions. 
This combination with JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back 
cushion, anthracite $450 (393.207.84)
This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back 
cushion, beige $410 (29323735)

Shopping list:
BONDHOLMEN 2-seat sofa 1 pc

JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA or 

HÅLLÖ seat cushion 62x62 cm 2 pcs

JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, 

KUDDARNA back cushion 62x44 cm or HÅLLÖ back cushion 62x42 cm 2 pcs

A living room under the open skies. Cosy armchairs, a gener-
ous coffee table and a comfortable sofa – create a comfy out-
door living room with BONDHOLMEN 4-seat conversation set.
This combination with JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back 
cushions, anthracite $1059 (493.208.30)
This combination with FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back 
cushions, beige $979 (493.237.63)

Shopping list:
BONDHOLMEN armchair 2 pcs
BONDHOLMEN 2-seat sofa 1 pc
BONDHOLMEN coffee table 1 pc
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA or 
HÅLLÖ seat cushion 62x62 cm 4 pcs
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, 
KUDDARNA back cushion 62x44 cm or HÅLLÖ back cushion 62x42 cm 4 pcs
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All parts and prices

Lounging and relaxing
BONDHOLMEN armchair. W62×D62×H30 cm.

Grey stained 104.206.61 $140

BONDHOLMEN 2-seat sofa. W124×D62×H30 cm.
Grey stained 504.206.64 $240

Suitable cushions for BONDHOLMEN armchair and 2-seat sofa

JÄRPÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so it’s 
easier to change the look and give the cover a wash. Each cover has a padded inlay 
that increases your seating comfort. 

JÄRPÖN cover for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion 62×62 cm. Sold 
separately.
White 704.453.19 $35
Anthracite 804.453.28 $35
Brown-red 704.453.24 $35

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. 
Thickness 12 cm. 

303.918.51 $30

JÄRPÖN cover for back cushion. 62×44 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion 62×44 cm. Sold 
separately.
White 204.452.89 $27
Anthracite 304.452.98 $27
Brown-red 204.452.94 $27

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion. 62×44 cm. 
Thickness 14 cm. 

903.918.34 $13

FRÖSÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so it’s 
easier to change the look and give the cover a wash.

FRÖSÖN cover for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion 
62×62 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 403.917.23 $25
Dark grey 603.917.22 $25

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. 
Thickness 12 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for seat cushion 62×62 cm. Sold separately.

303.918.51 $30

FRÖSÖN cover for back cushion. 62×44 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion 
62×44 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 103.917.29 $17
Dark grey 303.917.28 $17

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion. 62×44 cm. 
Thickness 14 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for back cushion 62×44 cm. Sold separately.

903.918.34 $13

KUDDARNA seat cushion. 62×62 cm. Thickness 8 cm. 

Beige 204.111.09 $25
Light blue 204.111.14 $25
Grey 104.111.24 $25

Dining

BONDHOLMEN table. Seats 4 persons. Ø108 cm, height 
74 cm.
Grey stained 404.206.12 $215

BONDHOLMEN table. Seats 6 persons. 235×90 cm, height 
74 cm.
Grey stained 604.206.11 $349

BONDHOLMEN chair with armrests. 
Seat: W50×D50×H42 cm.
Grey stained 604.206.30 $95

Suitable cushions for BONDHOLMEN chair with armrests

JÄRPÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so it’s 
easier to change the look and give the cover a wash. The cover has a padded inlay 
that increases your seating comfort. 

JÄRPÖN cover for chair cushion. 50×50 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion 50×50 cm. Sold 
separately.
White 104.453.03 $18
Anthracite 804.453.14 $18
Brown-red 004.453.08 $18

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair cushion. 50×50 cm. 
Thickness 5 cm. 

504.178.93 $12

FRÖSÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so it’s 
easier to change the look and give the cover a wash.

FRÖSÖN cover for chair cushion. 50×50 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair cushion 
50×50 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 704.129.36 $12
Dark grey 304.129.43 $12

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for chair cushion. 50×50 cm. 
Thickness 5 cm. 

504.178.93 $12

KUDDARNA chair cushion. 50×50 cm. Thickness 7 cm.

Beige 704.179.10 $15
Light blue 604.179.15 $15
Grey 604.179.20 $15

HÅLLÖ chair cushion. 50×50 cm. Thickness 6 cm.

Black 102.644.82 $18.50
Beige 502.600.62 $18.50

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 



KUDDARNA back cushion. 62×44. Thickness 6 cm.

Beige 204.110.48 $15
Light blue 204.110.53 $15
Grey 104.110.63 $15

HÅLLÖ seat cushion. 62×62 cm. Thickness 8 cm.

Beige 102.600.64 $35
Black 802.645.39 $35

HÅLLÖ back cushion. 62×42 cm. 

Beige 202.600.68 $20
Black 002.644.92 $20

BONDHOLMEN coffee table. 111×60 cm, height 47 cm.

Grey stained 404.206.74 $119

All parts and prices
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 
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Protecting and caring for BONDHOLMEN  

TOSTERÖ waterproof furniture covers 
Covers for dining sets

TOSTERÖ cover for furniture set. 145×145 cm, height 
120 cm. Fits outdoor dining sets with a table and as many 
as 4 chairs.
Black 102.923.24 $59

TOSTERÖ cover for furniture set. 215×135 cm, height 
105 cm. Fits outdoor dining sets with a table and as many 
as 6 chairs.
Black 602.923.26 $69

Covers for armchair and 2-seat sofa
TOSTERÖ cover for 2-seat sofas. 170×100 cm, height 87 cm. 
Fits outdoor 2-seat sofas with max. width 170 cm, max. 
depth 100 cm and max. height 87 cm. 
Black 904.279.27 $49

The best way to extend the life of your wooden outdoor furni-
ture is by cleaning it regularly, not leaving it outdoors unpro-
tected more than necessary and to re-stain it on a regular basis.

Cleaning 
Wipe clean with a soft cloth dampened in water and a mild 
soapy solution. Wipe dry with a clean and dry cloth.

Maintenance
To prevent the surface from drying out and cracking and mois-
ture from penetrating into the wood we recommend you to re-
stain the furniture on a regular basis, for example once a year. 
How often you will need to do this will depend on how exposed 
the furniture is to the elements.
For furniture that stands in the open air, a good indication that 
you need to re-stain is if raindrops are absorbed directly into 
the wood and no longer form small beads on the surface.

Storing
If possible, store your outdoor furniture in a cool and dry place 
indoors. If the furniture is left outdoors, make sure to protect it 
with a waterproof cover and if possible tilt the furniture to make 
it easier for any water to drain away. After a rain or snowfall, 
wipe off excess water or snow from flat surfaces. Allow air to 
circulate, to avoid condensation.

Storage bags and storage box
TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions. 62×62 cm, height 
25 cm.
Black 404.098.22 $25

TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions. 116×49 cm, height 
35 cm. 
Black 402.923.27 $29.99

TOSTERÖ storage box. 129×44 cm, height 79 cm.
Black 904.114.41 $79

VÅRDA wood stain
To add shine and protection but no colour we recommend colourless VÅRDA wood 
stain. 

VÅRDA wood stain, outdoor, 500 ml.

Colourless 203.331.02 $12.99

FIXA paint brush set. 3-pack

502.900.83 $4.99
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